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Mission General 1733-40

3. Another copy q. above (see 23 below)
4. Intended resolutions of a meeting of the Highland V.R. and some priests regarding the signing of the Formula, etc, 8 June 1733, contemporaneous copy
5. Scottish priests to Bp Gordon: memorial against C. Campbell's being elected Coadjutor, 1733
6. James Cowper, doctor: certificate q. Mr Robert Gordon's poor health, 21 June 1734
9. Bp Alex. Smith: declaration regarding Alexander Drummond's taking of the formula oath, 22 Jan 1737
12. Prieur Curé de St Etienne du Mont: attestation in favour of Mr Louis Innes, 23 May 1738, copy, French.
13. John Tyne: receipt for viaticum, 14 Sept 1738
14. Subscription of bishops and priests to Apostolic Decree, 1738, copy, Latin.
16. Mr George Gordon, Northack: the proceedings of an unauthorised meeting of priests at Skeneval, and his protestation against it, 10 Sept 1740
17. Mr James Leslie denying the charges of Fr Riddoch SS and Fr Patrick Gordon SS that he has taught error and that he has stolen a bellahus sheet of paper, 5 May 1740
18. Fr Patrick Gordon SS: statement vindicating himself against Mr James Leslie's charges, 24 Aug 1740
19. Suspension of Fr John Riddoch SS, 29 Nov 1740, 2 copies, Latin.
22. Subscription of Clergy to Unigenitum Formula: original document with signatures from 1733 to c. 1781
23. P.T.O
Mission 1733-88

Mission, general control.


Jansenist Correspondence

3. Colin Campbell and John Tyrie to the Cardinals [q Propaganda], draft, n.d., Latin.
5. Memorial to Pope, draft, n.d., Italian and Latin.
7. Memorial to Cardinal Rivera about sending Gaelic speaking Lowland district priests to the Highlands, n.d., Italian.
11. Letter in Italian, draft, [1736].
15. Same to Pope, draft, n.d., Italian.
16. Petition to Pope for indulgences, including one for a visit to a well of grace, copy, n.d., Latin.
17. John Tyrie to a prelate, draft, n.d., Italian.
JANSENIST CORRESPONDENCE Contd.

1. Recommendation from the Synod of Bishops of England to Campbell and Tyrie and their cause, 18 Dec 1735, Latin.

2. By Hugh Mac Donald, Florar to Pope, 24 July 1735, copy, Latin.


4. Another copy of 3 above

5-9 Campbell and Tyrie to Cardinal [Pontifical Propaganda?] 1736, Latin, two copies.


11-12 Campbell and Tyrie to Cardinal, 1736, Italian, 2 copies.

13. Various documents: seven together and beginning with the proceedings of the clergy meeting at Florar, 15 April 1735, drafts, Latin, Italian.

14. Various documents regarding Campbell and Tyrie, drafts and copies seven together, Italian, Latin.

15. Similar collection of documents, Latin.


JANSENIST CORRESPONDENCE Contd.


7a) Attestation of Alexander Lawson and John Campbell regarding Jansenism in Scotland, written at Rowne, 19 July 1743, copy, Latin, with

7b) Extract of letter from Fr Dunbar to Fr Riddoch, 53, concerning books in use at Scalea, in 1737.

8. Copy of 7a above.


11. PTO
Jansenist Correspondence

1. Some Particulars regarding Fr. Patrick Leith, a secular clergyman.
2. Some Particulars regarding Bishop Smith, incomplete.
4. Traduction d'une Lettre Anglaise a M. l'Abe de M... au sujet des Representations faites a (il) les Cardinaux de la Congregation de Propaganda...ide pour la Reforme de la Mission D' Ecosse... 2 Jan 1737.
5. "Copia di Lettera scritta da Monsig... Gordon a Monsig... Grant...", 22 Jan 1728.

Jansenist Correspondence contd.

1. Cardinal Rivera, Rome to Fr. Fige, 3 Jan 1735, copy, Latin.
2. Same to Bp Gordon, 24 May 1735, copy, Latin.
3-5 Bishops Gordon and Macdonald, Glenluce to Cardinal Rivera, 17 June 1735, Latin, 3 copies.
7. Testification by Bp Gordon that Alexander Smith has signed the Constitution, 16 Dec 1735, Italian.
12-18 Bishops Gordon and Smith to Cardinal Rivera, March 1736, Latin, Three copies.
Mission: 1733-88

Jansenist Correspondence, contd.

2-3 By Hugh MacDonald, Morar to Cardinal R.veva, 29 July 1736, Latin, 2 copies.
4 Propaganda's reply to (1) above, Rome, 29 Sept 1736, Latin.
5 Propaganda on subscribing to the formula, 1736.
7-9 "Breve Raguaglio del presente Stato della Missione e Collegio di Scozia in Pavi,
8 Italian, n.d., 3 copies.
9 Colin Campbell, Rome to Cardinal, 25 May 1736, Latin.
10 Copy attested by archivist of Propaganda Fide, 14 March 1787, Scal.
11 Copy of above, not attested.

Note: Bundles 2-6. These items were found together in a packet marked "Jansenism".

See also CAR/7.
Jansenism, 1732 – c. 1735... mainly George James Gordon.

1. Contemporary memorandum in reply to the appeal by Campbell and Tyrie who were accusing the Scotch College, Paris... and Salcan on Jansenism... c. 1732. (14 pp., incomplete, defective at beginning and end, unsigned) n.d. English.

2. Note about Jansenism written... on the back of the last page of a St Andrews Society... printed pamphlet... q. 1852 by Paul, Lachlan. English.

3. Part of a document... a reply to Sir George James Gordon on Salcan... quoting a letter written by the latter at Salcan on Jansenism on 26 May 1732, English.


5. George James Gordon, Salcan... part of a letter about the justice of giving Campbell and Tyrie their quotas. Gordon is writing on behalf of the procurator and administrators of the mission who have decided that Campbell and Tyrie cannot get their quotas while not actually on the mission, English, n.d., incomplete, English.

A Microscopic or Short View of Jansenism... bound vol. containing...

a) A Microscopic or short view of Jansenism... English.

b) De Jansenianis... errores... Latin.

n.d. [18th cent.]: “Dugall... Campbell” in pencil on part flyleaf.

Formulae, etc., 1735 – 1769...

1. Bishop Smith to Bishop Hugh Macdonald introducing Father Michael Gordon and giving his background; i.e., baptism by Barret; confirmation; studied medicine; etc; n.d., draft letter on parchment.

2. A Copy of the Rules and Constitutions of the Fund agreed upon... Bishop Smith... being present... Bishop Smith’s approval given... 13 May 1691, 20 May 1703. English, Vicariate; Bp. Smith was an English Vicar Apostolic.

3 PTO
3. Form for reconciling heretics, and apostates, n.d.
4. Form for reconciling apostates, n.d.
9-11 By Smith: decision on the "Titius" case, n.d., draft and fair copy
9. Case of "Titius" whose father is Catholic, mother Protestant, facts and reasoning, n.d.


1. John Tyrie's Report on the Highlands, 1737, Italian, Typescript. (Original is in archives of Propaganda Fide)
2. Same pp 1-4 only
3. Note on provenance: from Flgr Cameron's papers.
MISSION AFFAIRS, 1741-56

1. Mr John Tyrie & others to Bp Gordon: memorial about divisions among the Scottish priests, and suggesting a remedy; (signed), 1741
2. Bp Gordon. Arisaig: declaration in favour of Mr George Gordon, Scalan, 1743 (draft)
3. "Reasons for laying on and continuing Mr Francis MacDonell's suspension, and why they are published" 1743
4. List of debts owed to James Gordon, son of P Gordon of Clestrain, 1745
5. List of amounts owed by James Gordon, 1745
6. List of debts owing to, and owed by, James Gordon, 1745
7. Mr James Grant: notarized certificate that he did not lend any active support to the 1745 Rising, 1746
8. Mr James Grant, prisoner in Inverness Tolbooth, petition for release, 1746; together with witnesses' depositions, 1747
9. Mr Alexander Godsman's pass to move freely about the country, given by Major William MacKenzie, 1746
10. Mr William Reid's certificate that he has been imprisoned on bail; given by Andrew Fletcher, Lord Justice Clerk, 1746
11. Scottish priests: declaration regarding the duty of a priest to serve the station ordered by the bishop, nd.
12. Mr James Grant: certificate of his liberation from Inverness jail, 1747
13. Mr Alexander Godsman: summons to appear before Banff Sheriff Court to face charges of "being a sayar q Moas ---", 1751
14. Mr Robert Maitland: extract indictment against him for being a priest, 1751
15. Mr Alexander Macdonald, prisoner in Edinburgh Tolbooth to Robert Dundas of Arniston, Lord Advocate, petitioning for his release, 1754 (draft)
16. Memorial on the persecution of Catholics, 1754
17. Mr James Grant: certificate as to his health by Alex Strachan, Prebore, 1755
18. Mr James Grant's obligation to accept the post of bishop that he has been elected to, signed by Bp Smith and Mr Guickshank, 1755
19. Bp Hugh Macdonald: memorial in his favour written after he was arrested [1756], (draft)
20. Bp Hugh Macdonald: extract memorial in his favour by Bp Smith on the difference between a bishop and a priest [1756]
2. Same: decree for using Roman Breviary, 20 June 1738.
3. Same: decree regarding alumni of its college writing to Rome, 
   20 June 1738.
4-5. Copies of 2, 3 above.
6. Clement XIII: papal brief to Jean, Countess of Perth: gift of rosary and
   grant of indulgences, 27 June 1739, parchment.
7. Same: papal brief granting privileged altar to Drummond Chapel, 
   4 July 1739, parchment.
8. Same: papal brief granting indulgence to visit Oak to Drummond Chapel, 
   27 June 1739, parchment.
9. Benedict XIV: brief empowering Vicars Apostolic to choose Vicars General, 
   8 Aug 1755, copy, Latin.
10. Same: brief condemning Berenger's work "Histoire du Peuple de 
    Dieu", 17 Feb 1758, copy, Latin.
    copy attested by Bp. Smith, Edinburgh, 26 Feb 1759.
    regarding marriage laws and other matters, 14 Jan 1767.
14. Permission to read prohibited books granted to Bp. MacDonald and Smith
    for their respective clergy, 14 Jan 1767, Latin.
15. Answers to the bishops' queries about consanguinity, heretics, feast of the
    Annunciation, etc. attested by Bp. Hay with letter, Prohme, 
    20 May 1767. The answers are in Latin.
16. Clement XIII: brief to Dr. Robert Grant, rector at Drayg, giving
    concessions with regard to ordination, 18 July 1768, Latin; 
    copy attested by rectors of English and Irish Colleges, Drayg.
17. Clement XIV: indulgence granted on feast of SS. Peter and Paul, 
   19 April 1772, Latin.
18-19. Inquisition, Rome: refusal of faculty to dispense from affinity and to 
   read forbidden books, 3 Aug 1775, original + copy, Latin.
20. Indult dispensing from obligations on lesser feasts, 10 Aug 1777, Latin.
Mission Affairs, 1759-90

1. Thomas Brockie's epitaph, 1759

2. Bp Hay: extracts from Spinelli's letter on Bp Smith's catechism, made by him, 1760, Latin

3-5. Bp Smith's Catechism: Decree by Inquisition regarding it, 1760, Latin, copies.

6. Fr Patrick Gordon: testimonial in favour of Mrs Duncan's deathbed repentance, 1761; signed "J. Johnson"

7. "Copy q the Procuratory given to Mr G. Gordon, Kirkhill at the meeting, 1762" Bp Hay's hand.

On the back: copy q instructions given to Mr G. Gordon, procurator for the mission, at the same meeting.

8. Account q the Mission [Incomplete?], 1763, Italian, copy. [Relatio]

9. Bp Smith to Mr P Grant, Rome: Lowland Vicariate statistics to be relayed to Propaganda, 1763

10. State q the Mission [Relatio], [1764], Italian.

11. Mr Robert Grant's appointment as first secular rector q Dusai, 1765


13. Memorial regarding the Scots College at Dusai, formerly in the hands of the Jesuits, [? 1766], French (draft)

14. The state q Bp Smith's affair after his death, 1767

15. The Scottish Bishops appointing Mr Robert Grant and Dr Philip Perry their procurators in Spain, 1768, (draft and copy)

16-18. Power q Procuracy granted by Scottish Bishops to Dr Perry, 1768 (copy)

19. Recommendations q power q sent with Mr John Geddes to Spain, 1770

Latin, Bp Hay's hand.

20. Scottish Bishops to King q Spain: supplication regarding Scots College in Spain, 1770, French (copy)

21. Address to someone appearing before the congregation who repeats q his sins; wants to be reconciled with the Church [Kirkconnell or Terregles 1760x70]

22. Extracts q letter, 1725-59 ref movements q priests, etc.

Includes numbers q Catholics at Stobhall q Thornhill, nd.
1. Memorial to Bp Chalmers re prosecution against Catholics in Western Isles, 1771
2. Account: John MacDonald of Glenaladale for emigrants from Uist, 1772
3. General formula for transfer of ex-Jesuits to secular rule, 1773, Latin.
5. Joseph Duguid SJ and William Mackay SJ; submissions as above, 1773, Latin.
6. John Fraser SJ and William Grant SJ
7. Patrick Gordon SJ
8. Alex Strachan SJ
10. Lady H. Webb: " " " 1764, French + English.
11. Bp Grant authorising Mr Robert Grant to present students for Orders, 1773, Latin.
12. Formula for oath to be taken by Duncans students [1773?]
13. Memorial about Jesuit funds [by Mr Robert Grant] [? 1775?], copy, French.
14. Mr John Geddes giving Abbe' Grant powers to represent the Scots College, Valladolid at Rome, 1776, Latin. (Notarised Document)
15. Translation of above into Italian.
16. Bp Grant: mandate regarding Jubilee, 1776
17. Mr Alexander Gordon's appointment as Principal of Scots College Paris, 1777, French (Notarised Copy)
18. P. A. Gordon: "Spiritualia and Temporalia Demands", copied from the original in 1777
19. "A Memorandum of Things to be Bought by Bp MacDonald for Alex. MacDonald in South Uist", [1776], by Geddes' hand.
20. Note on items to be sent to Bp MacDonald, with a note on the back in Bp Hig's hand, nd.
22. Note on "Mr North also Townsend", nd.
ATTEND AT REPEAL OF PENAL LAWS, 1778

1. Bishop Hay: "Reflections on the Conduct of the Roman Catholics in Scotland relative to their attachment to Government", draft [1778]

2. Same: "Sketch of the Dispositions of the Roman Catholics in Scotland towards His Majesty's Service", draft [1778]

3-4. Same: "Articles on which the Scotch Roman Catholics with a Relaxation of the Penal Laws..." draft [1778], 2 copies, Hay's hand

5. Same: "Plan of a Bill for the more equitable Execution of the Penal Laws against R. Catholics in Scotland", draft [1778]

6. Same: "Sketch of a Bill for relieving His Majesty's subjects in Scotland proposing the papish Religion from certain penalties..." draft [1778]

7. "Sketch of a Bill for the Relief of the Roman Catholics in Scotland", draft [1778], not in Hay's hand.

8. By Hay: "Reflections on the Popery Bill occasioned by seeing an abstract of all the laws against Popery published in the Scots Magazine; October 1778...", draft.

9-12. Minutes of the opinion... the meeting at Edinburgh regarding a Relief Bill, 10 Sept 1778, 4 copies

13. As above, but with extra notes added by By Hay on raising a regiment of Catholics.

14. By Hay: Notes on forming a Catholic regiment... [1778]

15. Minutes of the meeting no...above with notes on forming a regiment included, 1778.

16. Instructions for the deputies of the Catholics in the Highlands to the General meeting to be held in Edinburgh on 12 Sept 1778

OPPOSITION TO CATHOLIC RELIEF, 1779, nd

1. Letter to "Caledonian Mercury" opposing the reduction of the penal laws against Catholics, nd. (ms copy)

2. "Copy of a Circular Letter from the Committee q. Correspondence for the Protestant Interest", 31 March 1779 (ms)

3. List of names headed "The Committee for Protestant Interest, 1779" and signed "A Protestant", advertising a meeting to pull down that pillar of popery", Edinburgh, 29 Jan 1779

4. Synod of Lothian + Tweedale resolution on the Relief Bill, printed in "Edinburgh Evening Courant", nd (cutting)
Mission 1733-88

Anti-Catholic Riots, 1778-79

2. Bishop Hay: "Observations ... on the Opposition to the Roman Catholic Bill for Scotland", [1779], draft.
4. Bishop Hay: Petition to the King of the Roman Catholics residing in Edinburgh and Glasgow, 1779, draft.
5. Bishop Hay: Petition to Parliament regarding the riots, 1779, draft.
7. Bishop Hay: Part of a memorial regarding the riots, 1779, draft.
8. Port of an appeal for protection by Catholics of Scotland; same hand as the second half of 5 above, [1779].
10. Another copy of above.
11. Account of the riots [by Sir Angelo], Feb 1779, French.

179. A NARRATIVE of the late Riots at Edinburgh, and a Vindication of His Majesty against the charges advanced in the Memorial for the Papists of Scotland. London 1779.
Assessment of Damage Done in Riots: 1779: Claims put forward.

1. Mr Bagnall: attested extract from his account books at end q. Dec 1778 made 1 April 1779.
2. Same: attested extract from his books & goods made since end q. Dec 1778 and destroyed by the mob; made 6 April 1779.
3. Mr Bagnall's and Donald MacDonald's estimated losses, Glasgow, April 1779.
4. Donald MacDonald, Glasgow: attested losses in riots, April 1779 (original copy)
5.6. Protest by Glasgow magistrates against Mr Bagnall's claim, 12 April 1779.
8. Calculation q. number q. books in By Hay's library, April 1779.
9. Attestation q. number q. books in By Hay's library, 12 April 1779.
10. Estimate value q. By Hay's furniture, books, etc. destroyed, April 1779.
11. List q. furniture burnt & destroyed in Mr Hay's new house, April 1779.
12. Attested list q. furniture, etc. destroyed in By Hay's house in Trunk Close, 15 April 1779.
13. Similar attested list q. items destroyed in Blackfriars Wynd, 15 April 1779.
15. William Lochhart, shoemaker: declaration q. the losses he sustained in the riots, 27 March 1779.
16. Alexander MacDonald's estimate q. his losses in the riots, April 1779.
17. Attested losses q. Donald MacDonald, grocer, Edinburgh, April 1779.
18. Donald MacDonald: list q. the damage done to his property; 1779.
19. List q. effects destroyed in Mr Menzie's house, Robinson's Land in Blackfriars Wynd, March 1779.
20. Attested loss q. effects by By Hay's Tenants in Trunk Close and Blackfriars Wynd, April 1779.
22. Janet Stuart's estimate q. her furniture destroyed, April 1779.
23. John Thomson's estimate q. his furniture destroyed, April 1779.
24. Estimate q. the losses of all the smaller claimants - Wm. Lochhart, Hugh MacGregor, John Thomson, Alex MacDonald, Mary Macleod, Daniel MacDonald, April 1779.
COMPENSATION PAID FOR DAMAGE CAUSED BY RIOTS
1. Bond of the Lord Provost of Edinburgh Magistrates to Colquhoun Grant for £1000 compensation (copy)
2. [Be Hay]. Account of money given out as compensation
3. Disbursement of the additional sum allowed by arbiters.
4. Wm. Lockhart to Be Hay: receipt for compensation.
5. Wm. Lockhart to town of Edinburgh: discharge
6. Donald Macdonald, Glasgow: receipt for compensation
7. Donald Macdonald, formerly of Edinburgh: receipt for compensation
8. Donald Macdonald to town of Edinburgh: discharge

MISSION AFFAIRS
1. Be Hay appointing Mr. Alexander Gordon as provost, 1776
2. Vote to a Highland bishop, (11 voting slips in envelope), 1779
3. Highland Clergy: declaration regarding the choice of the Highland Bishop, 1779 (Latin)
4. Attestation of the deputies about votes in the Highland bishop, 1779, (Latin)
5. Declaration of the Urquharts that Sir Alex Macdonald was canonically elected Bishop, 1780
6. Similar Declaration, other Highland priests, 1780
7. Mr. Alex. Cameron: notes about his journey to Spain, 1780
8. Be Hay: "Principal Gordon's plan of a contribution for maintaining his brother, with Sir Dawdy's reasons for not adhering to it," 1781
9. Results of a conference between the bishops + P.L. Gordon, 1781
10. Be Hay: Considerations on uniting the Scots College Rome to Propaganda, 1782, Italian (draft)
11-12. Be Hay: Memorial to Pope about National Supremacy for Scots College Rome, 1782 (not presented) (2 copies)
13. Attestation of former students of Scots College Paris recognizing their obligation to serve the Mission (5 signatures) 1781-83
14. Wm. Reid, Aberdeen: Memorandum on the bad administration of the Scots College Paris, 1783
15. Abbe' Grant: Memorandum for Mr. Thomson, the new Assistant Agent at Rome, 1783 (draft)
16. Be Hay: bestowing power on Mr. Thomson as Assistant Agent + future successor to Abbe' Grant, 1783 (draft)
17. Note about numbers of priests in English vicariates, 1780-81
**Correspondence with Rome:**
1. Dispensation from Holy Days, 1778
2. Propaganda to Mr John Geddes, Valladolid, about his appointment as coadjutor bishop, 1779
3. Dispensation from Holy Days, 1780
4. Bp Hay to Propaganda: mixed marriages, 1782, Italian (copy)

**Mission Information (Relatio)**
1. "Relation of the Lower Country or Eastern Vicariate -- according to the visitation made of it in 1780 by GD" [Bp Hay], (draft)
2-3. Translation of above into Latin (2 copies)
4. List of Catholic Missions in Scotland, 1781
5. Bp Hay: "Brevio Relatio Status Missionis Scotiae ex scripto Sacrae Congregationis de Prop a Fide anno 1782 exhibitis deprompta".

"Instructiones ad Munera Apostolica Rite Obvenda per Utile Missionibus S. --- Accomodata"; by Bishops Hay, Geddes + Alex MacDonald (printed - Propaganda)

"Epitome Ritualis Romani in Usum Missionum Scotiae"
1. Copy inscribed "John Sutherland" and "Archibald Chisholm". Notes in back on Holy Angles
2. Copy inscribed "Rev. -- Malcom", St Margaret's Convent stamp, notes in back on baptisms.
3. Copy inscribed "ad missinem Aberchirder --- 1829", many baptisms inserted at different times.
STATUTA
1. Copy q Bp Nicolai's "Statuta", with notes by Bp Hay.
2. "Manita et Statuta addenda" - on the sacrament, etc., Bp Geddes' hand, Latin, nd.
3. Appendix "De Matrimonio", nd.
8. Bps Hay & Geddes: address to the Lowland priests, Bp Geddes' hand, Latin, nd.

MISSION AFFAIRS
1. Bishop Hay: "Remarks on the Principal's answer to the Letter to the Prior" [ie Principal Gordon, Paris] [1784]
2. Bp Hay: "Remarks on Principal Gordon's paper against Dauley's Letters to the Prior", [1784]
3. Mr Gordon's defence against the accusations laid to his charge, 1785
4. Bp Hay authorising Sir John Farquharson Dunay, to present Bp Hay for ordination to the priesthood, Geddes' hand, 1784 (draft)
5. Bp Geddes: list q things to be sent to London, 1784
6. Bp Hay: "notes on the calumnious passages against Miss Mary Gordon's character", 1784-85
7. Bp Geddes recommending J MacDonald, A MacDonald, W Rattray & J Sharp who are travelling to Valladolid, 1785 (draft)
8. Bp Hay to George Mathieson, Auchinleck: power to dispense with proclamation q marriages, 1785
9. Bps Hay & MacDonald: recommendation of Reginald MacDonald q Scothwa, Bp Geddes hand, 1787, (draft)
10. Pl Gordon's statement in answer to Missim's claim to Decease & Seale rent, 1788
11. Certificate for the benefit of congregations on the amount each priest receives from the Quote Fund, 1788
12-14 "Copy of the protest of the Cardinal Duke of York" claiming his right to the British throne, 1784 (1788)
13. Mr Smith v Mr Duncan - financial dispute. "Mr Alex Gordon, Chalmers Close" written on back (sew APP)
14. Messy Jessy Ogilvy to Rev Andrew Skene, Banff (copy)
Bishop Hay: Address to the Clergy, refuting the
accusations against him in Principal Gordon's memoir (draft)

Arch. J. B. Anderson: "Mission Memoirs", written for
Dr Alexander Geddes, Auchinharly (notebook)

Passport to Alexander Godsmen to go from France to Rome

Legal Documents
1. Alexander Godsmen to Gordon of Buckie: registered tack
assignment of 2 oxgate lands in Upper Dallachy, 1742
2. Elizabeth Godsmen to Alexander Godsmen: discharge, 1746
3. Alexander Godsmen & James Low: agreement about building
a house for Mr Godsmen, 1747
4. Inventory of farm buildings, Cullibrae, 1751
5. Memorandum of the writs & papae to be produced at the
Bar of Justice in Edinburgh --- for the lands purchased at Balvenie, 1752
6. Memorial for Andrew Richardson & wife about genealogy &
rights & succession since Catholics cannot inherit land, 1753
7. Certificate that Dr Smith was prepared to submit to arbitration
in case between himself & Sir Duncan, 1758
8. Execution of arrestment: Dr Alston v Lady Hycos, 1760
9. Instruction & requisition: James Cruikshank Snr & Elspet
Scroggs v ministers & the gospels, Aberdeen, 1761
10. Instrument of proclamation of banns of marriage between
James Cruikshank Snr & Elspet Scroggs, 1761
11. Alex. Reid, Wechter Boggis, declaring that a bill for £100
fully belonged to William Reid, 1770
12. State for Wm Reid with respect to above bill, 1770
13. Arbitration between Thomas Scot in Blairgowrie and
Charles Kattrey in Strathloch, 1774
14. Power of attorney granted by Mrs MacQuarry, 1780; French (copy)
15. Allan MacQuarry: receipt for Mrs MacQuarry's watch, etc., 1784
16. "Copy de Vente d'Habitation: Mrs Lequien de Laneuville,
Eveque d'acq a ponde --- " 1786, French.
17. Discharge by Eliz. Hawie + others to George Hay, 1789
18. Will of John Chisholm, parish of Kilmore, 1788
19. Order for £10 against Alex Stewart, musician, 1797
31 1736-1800

BAPTISMAL + MARRIAGE CERTIFICATES, etc.
1. Baptism Certificate: George Maxwell, son of Wm Maxwell q Kirkconnell, signed by John Innes, Terregles, 1742
2. Certificates regarding births of George Maxwell + John Pepper, 1742. On back - a note re John Pepper and a French pension written c 1800
3. Bp Hay: attested certificate q Henry Innes's baptism, 1748 (copy)
4. John Pepper SS: birth + family q Principal John Gordon, 1760
5. Marriage dispensation, and certificate q marriage by Fr Stockie OSB, for John Abernethie + Barbara Gordon, 1734

32 1736-40

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS OF ROBERT GORDON written on left hand half of each page
On back: notes about expenses on another hand (see pp.)

33 C1693-1800

"MEMOIRES ECCLESIASTIQUES" : notes on history q Mosim, Scots Colleges, etc.
Note by Wm Clapperton inserted (notebk, see pp.)

34 1735

GEORGE GORDON, Scalanensis: part q letterbook

35 1742-56

MACKENZIE OF DELVINE PAPERS: Typescript copy of documents concerning the Jesuit Mackenzie brother, with notes about them.

36 nd

[C1765-69]

"MEMORIA SOPRA LA NECESSITA INDISPENSABILE, nella quale si trova la S. Scel del dover riconoscere per unici e Legittimi Successori del Regno d' Inghilterra la Real Casa Stuarda --- " (ms)

37 1783

"A SUMMARY Account q the Rise and Progress q the Society in Scotland for Propagating Christian Knowledge ---" Printed, Edinburgh. (bound vol)

"John Cook WS Jan 1883" on title page
PRINTED PAMPHLETS
1. Duke of Cumberland’s declaration that all Scots who have borne arms in the Rebellion must surrender their arms or be punished as traitors; given at Montrose 1745/6. (printed sheet)
2. Duke of Cumberland. Similar order following on battle of Culloden, given at Inverness, 1746. (printed sheet)
3. A Short Narrative of the Battle of Falkirk, 1746. Jacobite account printed Bannockburn, 1746. (single sheet)
6. "Charleo Prince de Galles, Regent de la Grande-Bretagne, etc., a Tous les Rois, Princes, Republices, etc. " about the Jacobite Cause; 1748. French. (Paris)

PRINTED BROADSHEETS
1. "A sketch of the Bill for relieving his Majesty's subjects proposing the Popish Religion from certain Penalties and Disabilities, imposed on them by an Act of the Eleventh + Twelfth Year of the Reign of King William III".
2. "An Abstract of all the Penal Laws in Scotland against the Roman Catholics transcribed from Lord Kames’s Abridgement of the Statute Law, and published to the World in the Scots Magazine for October 1778.
5. Proclamation by Lord Provost and Magistrates of Edinburgh against riots, 1779.
6. Account of riots in Glasgow, extract from letter (torn). 1779
2. "A Short View of the Statutes at Present in Force in Scotland against Popery; the Nature of the Bill proposed to be brought into Parliament for repealing those Statutes, and some Remarks showing the Propriety and Necessity of opposing such Repeal --", Edinb. 1778
3. "Considerations of the State of the Roman Catholics etc" (lacks title page and some pages at back), nd.
4. "A Warning against Popery, drawn up and published by order of the Associate Synod at their Meeting on the 2d of September 1778--", Edinburgh 1779.
5. "A Narrative of the Debate in the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, May 25, 1779, Occasioned by apprehensions of an intended repeal of the Penal Statutes against Papists", Edinburgh 1780
6. "A Letter to All Opposers of the Repeal of the Penal Laws against Papists in Scotland, wherein is proposed an effectual method of suppressing Popery without touching the Persons or Property of Papists" Edinburgh 1779
7. "A Memorial to the Public in Behalf of the Roman Catholics of Edinburgh and Glasgow, containing an Account of the late Riot against them --", London 1779.
10. "Pastoral Letter from George Bishop of Daulis to his Flock, on occasion of a persecution being raised against them; a letter to the Bishop on his Pastoral Letter; and Reflections suggested by the Pastoral Letter; submitted to the Consideration of the Protestant Leader", (lacks title page) Edinburgh 1779
12. Part of ms library catalogue relating to "Popery Tracts" (18th cent)
1780

"Scotland's Opposition to the Popish Bill"
Collection of all the Declarations and Resolutions published by the different counties, throughout Scotland against a Proposed Repeal of the Statutes for preventing the Growth of Popery, (printed vol.)
David Paterson, Edinburgh.

42 1780

As above: but with two additional leaves between pp 306 and 307

43 nd.

"Catalogue of Books Belonging to this Library", with price of each item, but no shelf marks (sewn pages)

44 [1780-84]

Library catalogue, with shelf locations eg "A: 1st Shelve" "K: 3rd" mentions dates 1780-84 (sewn pp)

45 nd.

Do: Other copies or drafts for 44 above, with extra items. Sections A-N. (loose sheets)

46 [After 1786]

Inventories of Books

1-2: In sacristy
3: In presses near pulpit, sacristy, in library above window, press opposite library door
4: In dark closet on garret stairs.
5 Books sent over from Dr Menzies, 20 Oct 1786
   In closet opposite library door and dark closet above library.
6 Books missing (probably later hand than above)

Note

Lists 44-46 probably refer to Blackfriars Wynd, Edinburgh.
Sir Menzies was priest at Highland Chapel, Blackfriars Wynd, 1776-91, and the bishop lived in other premises, also in Blackfriars Wynd, and also with a chapel.
1779  "SAWNEY'S DEFENCE against the Beast Whose Pope and Devil"; cartoon,
    with comments by W.J. Anderson (3)

1782  "THE MEASURES OF TOLERATION", sermon preached by
      Alex Fullerton, Aberdeen, Oct 1782
      pp 28 etc. on the Catholic question. (printed)

1773-82 "EDINBURGH EVENING COURANT"
      1. 27 Sept 1773
      2. 19 Oct 1778
      3. 26 Oct 1778
      4.  4 Nov 1778
      5. 28 Aug 1782
      6. 21 Oct 1782

1778-82  ENGLISH & IRISH REPEAL ACTS (printed)
      1. Declaration and protestation of Catholics of England; nd.
      2. "London Gazette", 2 May - 5 May 1778
      3 "... and Daily Advertiser", 15 May 1778 (cutting)
      4 Heads of a Bill for the relief of His Majesty's
         Roman Catholic Subjects of the Kingdom of Ireland, 1778
      5-6 Lists of members of the House of Commons in Ireland
         who voted for and against the Popery Bill
         without the Test Clause on 4 Aug 1778
      7 "A Free Address to Those who have petitioned for
         the Repeal of the late Act of Parliament
         in favour of the Roman Catholics", London 1780
      8 "An act to allow Persons professing the Popish
         Religion to Teach School in this Kingdom...", Dublin 1782
      9 Humble Address & Petition of the Roman Catholics
         of Ireland, 24 Oct, nd.